
Meta Tycoon
Build your success



Players are waiting for NFT strategy games

of released and currently developing 
games are RPG/MOBA genre. 

of players prefer “Strategy” genre games

of players prefer “Economic/building 
simulators”

of released and currently developing games 
are “Strategies” or “Economic/building 
simulators”

80% 32%

22% 3.5%

Current games market does not satisfy the requests of half of the players!



What is Meta Tycoon?
Meta Tycoon - Play-to-Earn building and economic simulator with a 
precisely designed and balanced economic model. The gameplay of Meta 
Tycoon will be familiar to fans of such legendary series as Settlers, 
Tycoons and SimCity.

Main mechanics of Meta Tycoon:

Trading with other 
players on open 
market

Organization 

of cargo 
transportation

Production of 
vehicles with 
different 
characteristics

Productions of 
goods

Development of 
industrial buildings



Key differences:

 Great attention is paid to the balance of the game economy (more than 600 hours of work
 We have attracted specialists to create an optimal tokenomics model that will ensure the 

long life of the projec
 Game model is convenient both for solo scholarship and for guilds. 

P2E Games

NFT

Well-developed game mechanics

Well-developed tokenomics

Players can mint in-game NFT

Tools for Game Guilds

In-game tools for investors
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We love pixel-art and make it with love



Gaming NFTs

Key components of the game economy are implemented in the form of NFTs, which 
guarantees their uniqueness and reliability of the transfer of in-game values.


City buildings - 

providing additional benefits

Vehicles 

with different characteristics 
and their own perks

Game roles - 

providing additional income

Territory cards 

with various bonuses



Gaming NFTs - Areas

Areas are very valuable NFTs in Meta Tycoon, there you build your industrial empire by 
determining the strategy of economic development

Each territory map is unique and includes
 unique landscap
 citie
 starting production
 starting resources (depending on the climate type of the area)

The number of cities and starting resources is determined by the rarity of the card. 

Rarer areas give you the opportunity to earn more income.

Unique city buildings can significantly affect the efficiency of all industries that are 
tied to the city in which such buildings are located.



Gaming NFTs - Vehicles

Vehicles are a very important part of the game economy model - overall efficiency 
of production depends of the efficiency of logistic organization. The better 
characteristics of a vehicle you have, the faster you can get higher income.



Vehicles can be obtained from loot boxes or can be produced by players with 

role “Industrialist”.





In-game roles

All players are with area NFTs. 

They can manage their lands by themselves or allocate 
them to the Manager for management.

Manager - a player who gets assigned by Tycoon 

to manage area.

Tycoon Managers



Additional in-game roles

Foresters
Restores forests

Geologists
Refills fossil resources

Industrialist
Produces vehicles

Manager
Manages the Tycoon’s areas

Player who has an “Area” NFT

Tycoon



$MetaT

$MetaT=+

In-game token $MetaT can be used for building upgrades, vehicles 
production and resource trading.

Players gain $MetaT by selling goods to cities and trading with other players.



$MetaTG

Limited supply functional utility token ‒ $MetaTG

Utility:

 NFT marketplac
 lootbox purchasin
 purchasing of additional in-game role
 stakin
 DAO



$MetaTG Tokenomics

Seed Round


Private Sale


Public Sale IDO


Airdrop


Play to Earn


Advisors


Team


Staking


Liquidity (DEX and CEX)


Ecosystem Fund KOLs* 

* Marketing, Liqudity,DAO

5,00%


6,0%


4,00%


2,00%


30,00%


2,00%


13,00%


15,00%


8,00%


15%

9% TGE after linear vesting each 35 months	


9% TGE after linear vesting each 35 months	


10% TGE after linear vesting each 12 months	


10% TGE  2 months cliff linear vesting each 3 months	


6 months cliff linear vesting  each 30 months	


6 months cliff linear vesting each 5 months	


12 months cliff linear vesting each 24 months	


11 months cliff linear vesting each 25 months	


30% TGE	


2,5% TGE  linearly over 35 months	



Roadmap

Phase 0

Phase 1 (Q3 2022)

Phase 2 (Q2 2023)

Phase 3 (Q4 2023)

Phase 4 (TBA)
Community launch

Seed round

Community $MetaTG sale

Community NFT sale

NFT listing

NFT staking and upgrading

Game release

DEX\CEX listing

More gameplay modes

Multiplayer areas

Public $MetaTG sale

Public NFT sale



Benefits for early investors:

 Exclusive lootboxe
 Access to additional in-game roles right after Meta Tycoon 

releas
 Exclusive “Founder Pass” NFT with ability to mint area NFTs 

after release



Partners

Blockchain developmentGameDev

DEX partners

СEX partners

To be announced

Blockchain Security Marketing



Team

Dembovskiy Roman
CEO

Petr Vechkanov
CG Artist

Ilyas Ivankovich
Game Designer

Jon Habibulloev
UX/UI Designer


